ABSTRACT In order to minimize the downloading time of short-lived applications like Web browsing, Web application, and short video clips, the recently standardized HTTP/2 adopts stream multiplexing on one single TCP connection. However, aggregating all content objects within one single connection suffers from the head-of-line blocking issue. Quick UDP Internet connection (QUIC), by eliminating such an issue on the basis of UDP, is expected to further reduce the content downloading time. However, in mobile network environments, the single connection strategy still leads to a degraded and high-variant completion time due to the unexpected hindrance of congestion window growth caused by the common but uncertain fluctuations in round trip time and also random loss event at the air interface. To retain resilient congestion window against such network fluctuations, we propose an intelligent connection management scheme based on QUIC which not only employs adaptively multiple connections but also conducts a tailored state and congestion window synchronization between these parallel connections upon the detection of network fluctuation events. According to the performance evaluation results obtained from an LTE-A/Wi-Fi testing network, the proposed multiple QUIC scheme can effectively overcome the limitations of different congestion control algorithms (e.g., the loss-based new reno/CUBIC and the rate-based BBR), achieving substantial performance improvement in both median (up to 59.1%) and 95th completion time (up to 72.3%). The significance of this piece of work is to achieve highly robust short-lived content downloading performance against various uncertainties of network conditions as well as with different congestion control schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as the content volume downloaded through mobile wireless networks have already exceeded their wired counterparts, downloading acceleration of the diverse shortlived applications like webpage browsing, web application and short video clips in such environments has attracted significant research attentions in both academia and industry [1] . In recent years, in order to cater for user Quality of Experience (QoE) when consuming such content applications, various approaches have emerged targeting to tackle the inefficient interaction between Internet protocols and the variant network conditions unprecedentedly [1] , [2] . Such initiatives have stimulated the standardization of next-generation protocols of mobile Internet like HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 2.0 [3] and Quick UDP Internet Connection (QUIC) [4] .
In order to eliminate the application-layer Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking issue in HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2 introduces a series of new features such as efficient stream multiplexing, content pushing/hint and header compression, attaining enhanced bandwidth utilization on its single TCP connection [5] . However, given the dynamicity and uncertainty of network resource availability in mobile environments [6] - [8] , this approach based on one single TCP connection still fails to best utilize the available bandwidth due to the transport layer HoL blocking [5] and the compulsory three-way handshake procedure. In order to address these issues of TCP, by leveraging UDP as underlying protocol, the emerging VOLUME 6, 2018 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ protocol QUIC successfully eliminates HoL blocking at the transport layer and it further simplifies the handshake procedure to only 0 or 1 round-trip time (RTT) [4] . Compare to HTTP/2 over TCP, the content downloading time of QUIC is substantially improved in lossy network environments [9] , and the reduced handshake complexity and flexible stream multiplexing also yield notable efficiency improvement in the delivery of today's short-lived applications [9] . Despite these improvements, the inherited Congestion Control Algorithms (CCA) on the single connection of QUIC still suffer from unexpected hindrance of congestion window growth caused by the unavoidable network fluctuation events (NFE) such as packet loss and RTT variations which are very common in wireless environments. It has been reckoned that this has become an essential technical barrier to further improving QUIC's performance [10] - [12] . For instance, by adopting the loss-based CCAs such as New Reno or CUBIC and the hybrid slow start algorithm [13] as default setting, the exponential growth of congestion window at the Slow Start (SS) phase can be prematurely terminated by either an inappropriate detection of RTT variation exceeding the pre-define threshold or the occurrence of a random packet loss [7] , [12] , despite that the design principle of these CCAs is to correctly identify the bandwidth bottleneck. Consequently, the connection staying at the Congestion Avoidance (CA) phase will only allow a conservative congestion increase ratio, thus significantly jeopardizing the downloading performance at the application layer. On the other hand, the most recently proposed rate-based Google BBR [2] which leverages per-round rate estimation to drive the congestion growth is expected to be more robust to such uncertainty in network condition fluctuations. However, currently its practical performance when integrated with QUIC is still unknown, and additionally existing findings of the TCP BBR performance can be even worse than CUBIC [14] under certain conditions. Specific to the short-lived content applications, the usage of one single connection is more vulnerable to such inefficient interaction between protocol and network condition fluctuations. This is because, compare to long-live content which has the opportunity to achieve a full rate by the rate recovery algorithm in CUBIC or BBR during its long downloading period, the majority of short-lived content is expected to be completely downloaded within the SS phase, thus upon even single NFE, the sharp drop of congestion window or early termination of exponential growth phase on single connection which carries all the contents will fail to best utilize the available bandwidth before the content downloading is completed [12] .
In this paper, we first study the impact of NFEs on QUIC's performance in order to quantify the significance of the technical issue described above. Towards this end we conducted a series of experiments on a real LTE-A testing network with various pluggable CCAs at the transport layer. The in-depth analysis based on the results revealed that different CCAs have distinct inefficiencies in the presence of NFEs that can take place in mobile wireless environments. Once such a problem has been numerically elaborated, we propose a sender-based connection management (mQUIC) scheme that is not only able to enable adaptively multiple connections to absorb the uncertainty in network condition fluctuations but also to execute a NFE-driven intelligence for orchestrating the multiple parallel connections. By aggregating the realtime feedback from multiple concurrent connections, each of which independently runs its own CCA, the mQUIC scheme adaptively synchronizes the transport layer state and congestion window of all connections to retain an optimized growth rate of congestion window, and the adopted synchronization strategy can be tailored to fit different plugged-in CCAs.
To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first work to provide comprehensive QUIC performance evaluation in real LTE-A testing network with all common CCAs, and on top of that novel intelligence is introduced to provide highly robust user downloading performance under different uncertainties. Different from conventional middlebox-base parallel TCP approaches like [15] and [16] , mQUIC only requires servers-side and user-level modification, while protocol re-encapsulation, kernel modification or the assistant of third-party network entity are not necessary. Therefore, this design strictly retains the end-to-end security which is a compulsory feature of QUIC [17] . A prototype implementation is also specified in this paper, and extensive testing results have been carried out from local LTE-A/Wi-Fi testing network. Generally, the customized approaches effectively help each CCA to overcome its individual limitation under specific NFEs. Specifically, for loss-based CCAs like New Reno, the median completion time of a web content can be improved up to 59.1% and the 95th percentile completion time is improved by up to 72.3%. For rate-based CCA like BBR, mQUIC can successfully speed up its median and 95th downloading time up to 27.4% and 31.4 %, respectively. Furthermore, this technique is able to achieve highly robust content downloading performance under various network conditions, content size, as well as the initial congestion window size. This is in contrast to the plain QUIC-based approach where the actual performance can be very sensitive to specific network conditions and configurations.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, first we give an overview of the QUIC protocol by shedding light on its latest practice enhancements in the literature accompanied by the corresponding performance analysis. Then we provide a review of different schemes that apply multiple connections for performance enhancements, pointing out their limitations which inspired us to design the proposed mQUIC scheme based on adaptively multiple connections.
A. OVERVIEW OF QUIC AND ITS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN THE LITERATURE
The key features that enable QUIC to outperform traditional protocols include simplified handshake procedure, packet pacing, enhanced loss recovery mechanism and the flexibility of the user-space CCAs. These features have been continuously improved according to Google's on-going experiments since it was proposed [4] . First, a QUIC client only needs 1 RTT to establish a secured connection to content server and thanks to the cached session security information, there is no time consumed when this client tries to re-connect to a previously visited server. Second, in order to reduce the retransmission latency of a lost packet, QUIC adopted Forward Error Correction (FEC) code at its early experimental stage. However, previous evaluation revealed that the bandwidth sacrificed to append the proactive XOR correction code is significant [11] . The reason behind this unexpected observation is that a recovered loss by the FEC module does not trigger the congestion control and even makes the algorithm more aggressive [11] . Therefore, in the latest version of QUIC, FEC has been disabled but another anti-loss approach ''packet pacing'' has been reserved. Content servers with packet pacing enabled can actively monitor the packet train to adaptively adjust the pacing interval, which avoids traffic burst and effectively reduces the number of lost packets [4] . Third, in addition to the elimination of the HoL blocking at transport layer, QUIC improves loss recovery by using unique packet numbers to avoid retransmission ambiguity and explicit signaling in ACKs for achieving accurate RTT measurements, thus guaranteeing the in-order packet delivery at the application layer. Fourth, QUIC also provides a flexible interface that allows the modification of the pluggable CCA at user-level space. Such an open feature can easily facilitate the deployment of various application-aware algorithms, supporting iterative changes at application update timescales. Currently the default CCAs supported are loss-based (New Reno and CUBIC), and the latest rate-based CCA Google BBR [2] is also ready to be enabled as an alternative option on the latest version of QUIC. In our work, all these three CCAs are analyzed and supported but to comply with today's practical CCA deployment [18] and the latest IETF standard [4], we select loss-based CCAs as the default configuration for QUIC. Finally, in terms of the Internet-Scale deployment of QUIC, some popular websites like YouTube gradually deploy QUIC for delivering their content services [17] , and to the best of our knowledge the policy ''strict single connection per host'' is still applied on the QUIC enabled server [17] .
As QUIC starts to attract increasing attentions in the community, its performance for short-lived application downloading has been investigated. There is a general observation that HTTP/2 with QUIC outperforms HTTP/2 with TCP for short-lived application in the presence of random loss [9] , [10] , [19] , mainly thanks to the elimination of HoL blocking. Meanwhile, the reduced number of rounds required for connection establishment helps QUIC achieve noticeable acceleration, especially in the network environments with long RTT [19] - [21] . However, despite these QUIC's advantages, there are other content-related metrics for which QUIC may see its performance less attractive. For instance, as the number of embedded object in a webpage increases, the performance gain of QUIC over TCP becomes less significant due to a surging content queuing time at the server side [9] . Moreover, its downloading completion time under high packet loss condition is still relatively poor and sometimes even worse than HTTP 1.1 where multiple connections are in place [9] . Furthermore, works in [17] and [22] confirm that applying QUIC on video service can help improve the video quality, including initial playout latency and rebuffering frequency. However, these benefits cannot be commonly observed over different regions, and the performance disparity of different client-side video adaption algorithms like DASH BOLA [23] , SQUAD [24] and BBA2 [25] also introduce practical concern of the upcoming large-scale deployment of QUIC. Given the ongoing trend of the network evolution, it is a critical question whether QUIC could boost various content performances in future mobile environments with high bandwidth capacity, low RTT and loss ratio, thus more in-depth performance studies are required especially in realistic mobile network environments.
B. APPLYING MULTIPLE CONNECTIONS AT THE TRANSPORT LAYER
In order to overcome the limitation of TCP protocol, various multiple connection based approaches have been proposed in the literature. We provide a brief literature review according to the following three categories:
1) STEADY-STATE BASED BANDWIDTH AGGREGATION TO IMPROVE THE THROUGHPUT FOR BULK DATA TRANSFER
Altman et al. [26] introduced a steady-state model of New Reno to validate that leveraging multiple connections can overcome the throughput drop in a lossy network and this has been further extended to a wireless network where different loss patterns were considered [27] , confirming that the multiconnection approach is still beneficial in mobile network for large data transfer. Additionally, in [28] , a parallel algorithm is proposed to maximize the bandwidth utilization for file transfer in cloud data center environments. However, these works only focused on bulk data transfer (e.g. at the order of hundreds of mega-bytes [28] ) based on the steady-state model. The performance degradation is largely caused by packet loss, and this is in contrast to the short-lived content transfer scenario which normally completes during the SS phase in a wireless network with not only random loss but also RTT variations.
2) EXPLORING MULTI-PATH OR MULTI-SOURCE FEATURES TO OVERCOME NETWORK BOTTLENECKS
In today's mobile Internet, the widely-adopted content distribution technologies (e.g. CDNs) and the diverse radio access technologies provide fertile ground for utilizing multiple servers or paths to avoid single performance bottleneck. For instance, Kim et al. [29] leverage multiple uncorrelated paths to the distributed content servers to dynamically allocate HTTP byte-range request, according to the real-time application transferred volume. Similarly, the content requests are VOLUME 6, 2018 separated to multiple wireless interfaces served by different ISPs to overcome the throughput degradation in [30] . However, performance enhancements relying on additional network facilities raise the concern of practical deployment cost. In [31] , a systematic evaluation of multi-path TCP with HTTP/2 proved that under a high latency variation scenario, multi-path TCP can have worse perform due to its suboptimal TCP connection management.
3) INTEGRATING WITH MIDDLEBOX OR LEVERAGING PROTOCOL RE-ENCAPSULATION TO OVERCOME HoL BLOCKING Qian et al. [15] proposed a multi-pipe proxy with transport layer re-encapsulation to allocate a global sequence number to reschedule the blocked packet when HoL blocking occurs caused by packet loss. Such a solution outperforms standard HTTP/2 by 24% in terms of average completion time. Xu et al. [32] investigated the performance of web browsing with the help of a TCP proxy in various cellular networks. The commonly observed performance improvement confirms that the network uncertainty such as random loss from proxy to server can be effectively alleviated. Similarly, beside integrating application layer approaches including intelligent cache and prefetching on the middlebox, it is also revealed in [33] that up to 36% of the webpage downloading time can be reduced by applying multiple connections from the proxy to the server in real network environments. However, proxy enabled approaches can introduce various practicality concerns such as the breaking of the end-to-end security, kernel level modification on the client, server and proxy sides [15] , as well as the compatibility with firewall across mobile core networks [34] . More importantly, the benefit of utilizing multiple connections in UDP (a HoL blocking free protocol) in a fluctuating mobile environment is still unknown.
III. QUANTIFYING THE BOTTLENECKS OF QUIC WITH DIFFERENT CCAs IN MOBILE ENVIRONMENTS
In order to realistically quantify QUIC's performance bottleneck caused by the negative impact of NFEs in mobile networks, in this section we present an in-depth analysis based on the experiment results carried out in a locally controlled LTE-A testing network. In the experiments, the pluggable CCAs commonly used at today's content servers are separately tested to give a comprehensive understanding of their distinctive limitations. Based on the key observations analyzed in this section, we will formally introduce our proposed mQUIC scheme in section IV.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP Figure 1 illustrates the setup of the local LTE-A testing network. To cater for the trend of the evolution of mobile networks offering high bandwidth, low latency and low loss, our test-bed configuration adopts a band 41 LTE-A TDD network with all locally controlled network elements including SGW, PGW and eNodeB, which has been used for performance evaluation of our previous work [35] . The detailed specification of specific component can be found in [36] . In terms of the client side setup, we use a laptop (Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel 4.10) tethering a nexus 6P phone attached to the locally deployed LTE-A testing network. The laptop is kept as stationary during the experiment and its RSRP is around −76dBm, which can be regarded as ''Good'' in an LTE/LTE-A scenario. The measured network performances at radio interface are listed in Table 1 . The QUIC content server is placed behind the core network and the size of synthetic web content varies as 500KB, 2400KB and 6000KB to emulate a small/medium/large web content [37] . A middlebox running netem [38] is deployed before the QUIC content server to add a 25ms latency and 0.05% loss rate [31] , [39] . To ensure all latest updates are correctly enabled in our experiment we fork the QUIC code from Google Chromium 61 and leave all settings as default for both the client and server sides. In order to maximally guarantee the reliability of the test result, the downloading of each content with different CCAs are repeated by 200 times on a pre-warm connection [40] without any network condition parameters cached and all necessary configurations like enabling fq on Ubuntu system for BBR are set as instructed [40] .
B. PERFORMANCE OF QUIC WITH NEW RENO/CUBIC
First, in order to investigate the negative effect of NFE on QUIC's loss-based CCAs, we provide a detailed analysis of the 2400KB content downloading with its CDF of completion time and a coupled transport layer trace. From Fig. 2a , it can be observed that CUBIC and New Reno share a similar performance curve. Specifically, the best case of the downloading time for both New Reno and CUBIC is around 0.56s, indicating an exponential growth of the congestion window during each round without any interruption of NFE (verified by inspecting the experiment dataset). Holding this best case as a baseline, its median completion time (around 0.82s) has substantial potential to be further improved. Furthermore, the long-tailed curve indicates a severe performance fluctuation with a high Coefficient-of-Variation (CoV) of 0.36. This performance variation can be attributed to the occurrence of NFE during the content downloading that triggers the connection to prematurely exit its SS phase, consequently being far away from the best case that the SS phase is expected to finally achieve. To further elaborate the fundamental cause of the severe performance variation, in Fig. 2b , we present the coupled trace of the CDF of the downloading time (normalized by the median) and its corresponding number of sent packets when the first NFE happens. Here the NFE is referred to as any single trigger of hybrid slow start's latency variation detection and New Reno/CUBIC's loss event. The high negative cross-correlation (−0.85) between these two curves substantiates that the downloading time which is much worse than median completion time (e.g. 1.5 times of the median completion time) is caused by an earlier occurrence of the NFE when only a few parts of content objects have been delivered. Therefore, this NFE forces the single QUIC connection to prematurely exit the SS phase and more content will be transmitted at a lower rate, resulting in a comparatively longer transmission time. In addition, in Fig. 2c , the congestion window when the first NFE happens and the corresponding completion time are compared, the high negative correlation (−0.86) between the two provides further evidence that the peak congestion window and the performance is determined by the stage when NFE happens. Table 2 provides the extended evaluation results by varying the content size. It is obvious that smaller content (500KB) has comparatively more robust performance (CoV is 0.22) while medium and large contents (2400KB and 6000KB) experience similar high variant downloading time (with CoV of 0.36 and 0.4, respectively). This is because that larger content will experience a longer transmitting time in the network, during which more NFEs are likely to happen. Meanwhile, if these NFEs happen at the early phase of the downloading period, more remaining content will be delivered at the limited rate. In terms of different loss-based CCAs like CUBIC and New Reno, their performance difference is minor since they both adopt hybrid slow start algorithm at the SS phase. Their disparity in CA phase is also minor due to the relatively shorter downloading time. Table 3 summarizes the content downloading performance when BBR is used as the CCA in QUIC. Thanks to the perround rate-based estimation, the completion time is improved and more robust compared to loss-based CCAs. However, for large content 6000KB in Fig.3a , its completion time still has a relatively higher CoV (0.11). Similarly, the medium content also achieves an improved median completion time with a CoV at 0.09. In contrast, the small content performs more stable (CoV is 0.05), although compare to loss-based CCA, its median completion time stays the same. With these general performances in mind, we turn our focus to the performance robustness, especially for the large content case which still suffers from a comparatively high variant completion time. Fig. 3b depicts the relationship between the CDF of content completion time and the corresponding number of NFEs during each single downloading session. The high cross correlation (0.90) between these two metrics reveals that, unlike loss-based CCA, the key metric caused by NFE that determines the performance of BBR is the number of NFEs experienced during the content downloading. More importantly, here the majority of NFEs we observe from the experiment dataset is the random packet loss, while the RTT variation's effect is less impactful since BBR does not adopt the RTT variation based hybrid slow start algorithm. Furthermore, according to our verification, currently the exit condition on SS in the latest BBR version in both TCP kernel and QUIC is that if the current rate estimation is less than 1.25 times of previous rate estimation and this event occurs more than 3 times, the SS phase will be terminated. Therefore, in our test environment, the BBR connection rarely prematurely exits its startup phase, although the RTT variation can still lead to a rate degradation. Regarding the random packet loss event, according to [41] , the corresponding behavior of BBR is defined as ''Upon exiting loss recovery (RTO recovery or Fast Recovery), either by repairing all losses or undoing recovery, BBR restores the best-known cwnd value we had upon entering loss recovery.'' This means that upon a single random packet loss or several lost packets which are automatically identified as a random loss event by QUIC, the exponential growth will be temporally stalled by the loss recovery phase. This loss recovery is expected to take at least one RTT and once the recovery phase ends, the exponential growth phase will be resumed. Apparently, as displayed in Fig. 3b , if more random losses occur, the connection will stay at the loss recovery phase for a longer time, leading to a degraded overall downloading time. To briefly summarize the above evaluation results and analysis, we list our key findings based on different CCAs as follows:
C. PERFORMANCE OF QUIC WITH BBR
1) All CCAs are negatively affected by NFE, while lossbased CCAs are more sensitive to both of RTT variation and random loss since they could both lead to a prematurely exit of the SS phase. In contrast, the ratebased CCA such as BBR is mainly affected by the packet loss which can result in a temporal rate stall, while the negative effect caused by RTT variation is comparatively less significant due to its aggressive start up algorithm.
2) The performance issue associated to short-lived content downloading in mobile network is not only the degraded median completion time caused by NFE but also the severe performance variation which corresponds to the time point and the number that NFE occurs. 3) Large-sized content is more vulnerable to such NFEs compared to small content since the overall downloading time is longer, thus any early rate or congestion window stall will lead to more severe performance degradation. From the above findings, there is no doubt that dealing with the unavoidable NFE like packet loss and RTT variation becomes a critical issue for provisioning a fast and robust content downloading performance of QUIC. More specifically, the distinctive and inevitable limitations of various CCAs also inspire us to design an adaptive approach to tackle each CCA that is more preferred over necessarily proposing a brand new CCA.
IV. STATE AND CONGESTION WINDOW SYNCHRONIZATION WITH mQUIC ENGINE
In this section, we formally introduce the proposed mQUIC scheme. The key novelty of the mQUIC scheme is that by applying multiple connections, it synchronizes the state and congestion window on each parallel connection in a NFE-driven manner, sustaining a sufficient aggregated congestion window in the multi-connection scenario. The detailed illustration of NFE-driven synchronization for different CCA types is presented, including both standardized (New Reno) and recently proposed (BBR) techniques.
A. OVERVIEW OF mQUIC SCHEME
The proposed mQUIC scheme adopts multiple parallel QUIC connections. The advantage of applying multiple connections which share the same bottleneck path is that, given the improved network performance of LTE/LTE-A network [7] , [8] , [42] , the loss event and RTT fluctuation may only simultaneously affect a single connection or parts of the connections. Therefore, the unaffected connections can still stay in the SS phase, sustaining the exponential growth of congestion window. However, barely applying multiple connections still has two unavoidable disadvantages. First, compared to other connections staying in the SS phase, the affected connections which stay in the CA phase will only hold a minor congestion window growth rate. Consequently, these affected connections will lead to state and congestion window imbalance across all the connections and thus become the bottleneck of the eventual downloading time. Second, aggregating more initial congestion windows (e.g. from IW to N * IW) without the concern of network condition may fail to guarantee the friendliness to other users and it may increase the packet loss rate in the network that even leads to ultimately worse performances [43] .
In order to avoid these above-mentioned disadvantages, the design principle of our mQUIC scheme is based on separating the network resource of the single connection to multiple coordinated connections, each of which independently runs the plug-and-play CCA and the mQUIC engine intelligently orchestrates these underlying connections by executing customized congestion window and state synchronization strategy in a NFE-driven manner. Figure 4 illustrates the design principle of the mQUIC scheme. The mQUIC engine is typically embedded at the QUIC server side where one of different CCAs (e.g. lossbased or rate-based) is applied at transport layer. According to the running CCA type, a specific connection management algorithm is loaded with default parameters that can be further adapted upon actual incoming web content request according to the specific network condition. During the content transmission period, any real-time information on the actually occurred NFE will be specifically reported from each underlying connection back to the mQUIC engine. By executing the loaded connection management algorithm, the mQUIC engine will compute the optimized parameters and in real-time enforce them in the underlying connections to synchronize the CCA state and congestion window.
The mQUIC engine can be (re-) configured in an offline manner, for instance upon server bootstrap or the change of CCA deployment or upgrading of a CCA. According to the running CCA type at server side, it will load the corresponding connection management algorithm as well as the default CCA parameters (e.g. IW, γ 0 , β, δ, see in Table 4 ). For instance, if the running CCA at server side is New Reno, then the mQUIC engine will load the pre-deployed connection management algorithm for loss-based CCAs. After that, once the N connections are established between server and client, to maintain the friendliness to other users by avoiding an aggregation of excessive initial congestion window, the mQUIC engine will calculate IW/N and re-set it to each underlying connection. Here we propose that the default connection number between a client and a server with mQUIC scheme enabled is 3, and we will discuss the impact of different connection numbers from both the numerical and experimental perspectives in the next subsection and section V.
During the SS phase of each particular web content downloading session (see in Fig. 5a ), when the server starts to send the content, the mQUIC engine will monitor the underlying connections and executes a synchronization of not only the congestion window but also the CCA state upon any NFE reported from any underlying connection. For instance, according to the default behavior of hybrid slow start and New Reno algorithms, if any connection detects that the RTT variation exceeds a pre-defined threshold or identifies a random loss event, the SS phase will be immediately terminated and the congestion window will be reduced. Then, the affected connection will report the occurrence of the detected NFE to mQUIC engine with its current congestion window embedded. After that, the mQUIC engine will execute the loaded state and congestion window algorithm immediately. For instance, the customized state and congestion window synchronization algorithm for New Reno relies on calculating the per-round update of γ i which denotes the aggregated congestion window growth rate of the multiconnection system after i th NFE (see in Table 4 ). To calculate γ i per each NFE, the real-time congestion window from the underlying connections will be used as inputs. If the calculated γ i is larger than default congestion growth rate δ defined in CA phase of the running CCA, mQUIC engine continues to calculate a new CWND i,0 (see in Table 4 ) which represents the immediately (0 RTT has elapsed) adjusted aggregated congestion window of the whole multi-connection system once the i th NFE occurred. In the next step, to synchronize the congestion window and state, the mQUIC engine equally allocates
to each connection and re-set the state of the affected connection to SS. As NFE continuously occurs, once the γ i is less than the default congestion growth rate δ, the mQUIC engine will force all underlying connections to exit SS phase and stop the state synchronization in order to comply with the design principle of the plugged CCA.
After the SS phase, the next working phase of mQUIC engine is the CA phase (see in Fig. 5b ). In this phase, since all connections will permanently stay at the CA state, the only potential risk is that the variant RTT or frequent packet loss events will further reduce the congestion window on a random connection, leading to a congestion window imbalance issue. Therefore, the mQUIC engine only executes a congestion window synchronization between the underlying connections. For instance, it will receive the real-time report of congestion window per round from each underlying connection. Once the mQUIC engine detects that within the same round, among the N connections, if the ratio of maximum congestion window to the minimum congestion window exceeding a threshold γ 0 , the mQUIC engine will add up the real-time congestion window cwnd n (see in Table 4 ) on each connection and equally set n∈N cwnd n N to each connection.
B. OPTIMIZING LOSS-BASED CCAs
Then we elaborate the principle of state and congestion window synchronization customized to loss-based CCA. To avoid the state and congestion window imbalance after the reaction of default CCA on underlying connection, the state/cwnd synchronization executed by the mQUIC engine follows two policies: 1) after the occurrence of the i th NFE, all connections should stay in SS phase if theoretically the system's aggregated window growth ratio γ i is still larger than that defined in CA phase δ, 2) after 1 RTT of the i th NFE, the aggregated congestion window of the whole system with state and cwnd synchronization should be theoretically equal to the congestion window of the whole system without synchronization. Fig. 6 shows a simple illustration of how the principle of state and congestion window synchronization works. Assuming a total number of N connections sharing the congestion window CWND before the first NFE occurs, each connection sharing a common bottleneck path that holds an equal congestion window CWND N . Once a NFE occurs on a random connection, by default the affected connection will immediately execute a congestion window reduction with a back-off ratio β, then the congestion window of the whole system will becomes CWND 1,0 (see in Table 4) as
After 1 RTT, different from TCP which will stay in HoL blocking state if packet loss occurs, QUIC can seamlessly send the rest of the packets with a growth rate at δ, thus the corresponding aggregated congestion window after 1 RTT will become CWND 1,1 as
Therefore, the growth rate of the whole system after the first NFE can be obtained as
Recall that the customized state synchronization strategy which targets to retain the equal CWND 1,1 , if all connections are expected to stay in SS phase after first NFE with default growth rate γ 0 , the congestion window must be adjusted to CWND 1,0 which satisfies
This equation aims to guarantee that the synchronization of mQUIC engine does not change the aggregated congestion window when 1 RTT has passed since the first NFE occurs. Furthermore, once the multi-connection system is synchronized, any following NFEs can be tackled following the same operation. This is because before the occurrence of each following NFE, the system is always synchronized with the help of mQUIC engine. Accordingly, in such case, the adjusted congestion window after each NFE should satisfy
Holding
consequently, γ i can be obtained similarly by
Thus the corresponding CWND i,0 is given by
where CWND i,0 can be directly obtained by adding up the congestion window from each underlying connections. Now we study γ i , which is the key metric driving the synchronization strategy. The mQUIC engine will stop the state synchronization once γ i < δ. The rationale behind that is if the continued NFEs degrades the aggregated growth rate to a value that is less than the default growth rate in the CA phase, the mQUIC engine should force the system to exit SS phase and enter CA phase. Figure 7 depicts the numerical trend of γ i /γ 0 as NFE continuously occurs. It is worth mentioning that, on a single connection, by default all loss-based CCAs like CUBIC and New Reno can correctly identify multiple consecutive packet losses as a single random loss event. When calculating the γ i , the mQUIC engine treats both the RTT variation and packet loss event detected by the underlying connection as same signal of network fluctuation. This is because prematurely existing the exponential growth rate is the main cause of performance degradation of short-lived application, which is a common consequence of both the detected RTT variation and packet loss event. Therefore, the mQUIC engine uniformly adopts β = 0.7, γ 0 = 1.5 and δ = 1.05 for these two kinds of NFEs in New Reno and CUBIC. When mQUIC engine should force all connections to exit the SS phase, the ratio of γ i and γ 0 equals to δ/γ 0 = 0.7 (see the green dash line in Fig. 7 ). The value of γ i /γ 0 rapidly falls as the first several NFEs occur and then stays steady at around the ratio of 0.65. Furthermore, in terms of different connection numbers, it is apparent that the smaller the connection number is, the earlier the system will exit the SS phase. For instance, when the fifth NFE happens, a 2-connection system will exit SS phase since γ 5 /γ 0 = 0.69 < 0.7 (γ 5 = 1.04 accordingly). In contrast, a 6-connection system can resist more NFEs (γ 18 /γ 0 = 0.69 < 0.7) but it comes at the expense of more connections and sockets resources.
C. OPTIMIZING RATE-BASED CCAs
The recently proposed rate-based BBR congestion control algorithm becomes an alternative option for QUIC's practical deployment. According to our findings reported in Section III, by retaining the exponential growth under random loss and RTT variation with the help of per-round rate estimation, BBR's bottleneck for short-lived content is the rate stall when the connection temporarily stays at the lossrecovery state upon a random loss event. Theoretically, this rate stall can also be mitigated by applying multiple connections. Assuming one random loss occurs on one of the VOLUME 6, 2018 N connections, only the affected connection will temporarily enter loss-recovery phase while other connections can proceed to ramp up the available bandwidth at the SS phase. Compare to the default setting of loss-based CCA which to the maximum degree allows a congestion window increment at 1.5 times, BBR applies a more aggressive exponential rate growth at 2/ ln 2 and in practice [44] the congestion window approximately doubles per round. Given this improved mechanism, the temporarily rate loss can also be partially absorbed by other independent and parallel connections. For instance, without applying multiple connections, if one random connection experiences this temporal rate stall at i th round and its corresponding rate when entering loss-recovery is rate i , after one round, the rate rate i+1 will stay at the same, i.e. rate i+1 = rate i . In contrast, theoretically without this NFE, the rate rate i+1 is expected to be 2 * rate i , thus the rate loss caused by the stall period is 2 * rate i − rate i = rate i . By applying N connections, the aggregated rate when exiting the loss-recovery will be rate i+1 =
N * rate i , thus being able to mitigate the rate loss from rate i to (2 − 2N −1 N ) * rate i = 1/N * rate i . However, following the same reason mentioned above, the rate imbalance issue still exists since the connection affected by random loss and RTT variation will have a comparatively low congestion window than others, although its SS state can be always retained. With that in mind, to strike a balance between performance robustness and practice complexity, the mQUIC engine only adopts a rate synchronization for BBR enabled connection. This is because after exiting the loss-recovery phase, the affected connection will recover the exponential growth thus the state synchronization is no longer required for BBR which does not prematurely exit SS phase. Figure 8 depicts the flow chart of the algorithm applied to BBR. After equally set IW N to each connection, during the data transmission, each underlying connection reports its estimated rate at previous round to mQUIC engine. Upon receiving all these per-round rate estimations, the mQUIC engine calculates the ratio of maximum rate over the minimum rate rate nmax rate n min . Once this ratio exceeds the pre-define threshold γ 0 (2.0 by default), the mQUIC engine will calculate the aggregated rate n∈N rate n and then equally allocate n∈N rate n N to each underlying connection.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS ON mQUIC
In order to realistically evaluate the proposed mQUIC scheme with various CCAs, we implemented and tested the mQUIC engine on the basis of the test infrastructure mentioned in Section III. We keep all QUIC and CCA related parameters as default setting. We use netem to introduce different synthetic RTTs (25ms or 150ms) and different loss rates (0.05% or 1%) at backhaul to emulate the scenarios where content deployed domestically or internationally with a low or high loss rate [31] , [39] (see in Table 5 ). Similar to the methodology in Section III, performance comparison between different approaches are repeated by 200 times in a back-to-back manner. Additionally, for simplicity, for lossbased CCAs we only present New Reno. This is because New Reno is currently adopted in QUIC IETF [45] and according to [46] and our experiments in Section III, the performance difference of short-live content downloading between CUBIC and New Reno is minor. Figure 9 compares the CDFs of completion time of New Reno enabled QUIC with plain 1 connection (1c), plain 3 connections (3c) and 3c with mQUIC for small, medium and large contents, respectively. All the observed values are normalized by the median completion time of 1 connection. In terms of a medium content size (2400KB), mQUIC achieves the best completion time among all the three options, accelerating the median completion time by 37.9% (over 1c) and 23.8% (over 3c), respectively. Meanwhile, substantial gain in 95th percentile of the completion time (67.9% over 1c and 60.9% over 3c) can also be observed, indicating that the vulnerability of short application downloading to fluctuating network conditions is significantly alleviated by the proposed intelligence (with the CoV also dramatically reduces from 0.36 to 0.06). More importantly, these comparisons between 3c without any intelligence and 3c with mQUIC enabled solidly confirm that, the mQUIC scheme with necessary synchronization can effectively solve the issue of imbalance state and congestion window between multiple connections than barely employ multiple connections without any intelligence. Additionally, considering the impact of content sizes, when the content size is small (e.g. 500KB), the main performance gain is the improved 95th completion time (30.5% over 1c and 19.9% over 3c). In contrast, a larger content (e.g. 6000KB) experiences a more significant improvement in both median completion time (40.7% over 1c and 27.9% over 3c) and 95th percentile completion time (65.3% over 1c and 52.4% over 3c). The reason is that a larger content size will experience a longer transmission time, thus will have higher chance to experience more NFEs, resulting in a limited rate for the majority of the content being transmitted. In contrast, smaller content is not sensitive to the reduced rate as it can be downloaded within only several RTTs. Figure 10 compares the CDFs of completion time of BBR enabled QUIC with 1c, 3c and 3c with mQUIC for small, medium and large contents, respectively. Similar to the previous case, the improvement on small content (500KB) is minor due to its shorter transmission time. In contrast, in terms of medium (2400KB) and large contents (6000KB), the median completion time still experiences a valuable enhancement, presenting at 10.5% and 16.1%, respectively. Moreover, more notable improvements can be observed on the 95th completion time of the medium (16.5%) and large (29.4%) content, which validates that with the help of mQUIC scheme, the robustness of content downloading can be guaranteed (CoV decreases from 0.09 to 0.05 for 2400KB and from 0.10 to 0.04 for 6000KB). Furthermore, compare with plain 3 connections, the main advantage of mQUIC is the improved 95th completion time (e.g. 10.7% for 2400KB and 20.5% for 6000KB) while the benefit for median completion time becomes smaller (e.g. 4.5% for 2400KB and 10.4% for 6000KB). Tables 6 and 7 list the improvement of median and 95th completion time when comparing 3c with mQUIC with 1c and 3c, considering all the four scenarios, i.e. domestic/international with low/high loss. The enabled CCA is loss-based New Reno. It can be seen from the two tables that 3c with mQUIC in general outperforms 1c in median and 95th completion time across all the scenarios, especially for medium and large contents. However, we observe in Table 6 that in the international with low loss scenario (i.e. long RTT with low loss), the improvement of median completion time is much less than other scenarios. For instance, a 2400KB content only experiences a marginal improvement of median completion time (7.5%), although the 95th completion time improvement is still dramatic (65.1%). This is because, according to the principle of CCA, a sender will take a much longer time to ramp up the bandwidth when RTT is long, where the negative VOLUME 6, 2018 effect of each NFE is partially absorbed by this comparatively longer and more stable RTT at backhaul. In contrast, the congestion window in a higher loss rate scenario (e.g. 1% at backhaul) is severely constrained by the frequent packet loss event, thus RTT in this case is not the main bottleneck for the eventual downloading time. Meanwhile, comparing with plain 3c, mQUIC also widely helps to improve both the median and 95th completion time, no matter where the content is deployed. Furthermore, regarding the impact of content size, more noticeable improvement can be achieved for large content in both median and 95th completion time across all four scenarios due to its comparatively longer transfer time. Tables 8 and 9 list the improvement of median and 95th completion time of 3c with mQUIC over 1c and 3c by considering all the four scenarios on top of BBR. These results show that for BBR, the main contribution of mQUIC is that it helps medium and large content to retain a robust performance through various network conditions (e.g. 16.5% to 31.4% reduction in 95th completion time). Meanwhile, in terms of the median completion time, a large content (6000KB) can experience a more notable improvement which ranges from 16.1% to 27.4%. Obviously here packet loss plays a critical role impacting on BBR's performance since more packets are expected to be randomly lost (e.g. 1% loss rate at backhual), the duration that one connection stays at loss recovery state will becomes longer, limiting the aggressively exponential speeding up of the congestion window. However, unlike loss-based CCA which experiences a more dramatically improvement when backhaul loss rate increases from 0.05% to 1%, the improvement on BBR only increases from 16.1% to 27.4%. This is due to the per-round rate-based estimation, the congestion window of BBR does not perform a back-off when packet loss occurs, maximally absorbing the performance degradation when packet loss surges. Additionally, a glance at the performance improvement over plain 3c without any mQUIC intelligence also reveals that the rate synchronization algorithm can still help to improve the 95th completion time at a valuable level, although that improvement on median completion time becomes less significant due to connection separations.
A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS UNDER VARIOUS NETWORK CONDITIONS 1) CONTENT DEPLOYED AT DOMESTIC (LOW LOSS)

2) CONTENT DEPLOYED AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS
3) IMPACT OF DIFFERENT RADIO CONDITIONS
After examining the impact of backhaul network conditions, we switch the position of the mobile device within the cell coverage to set the RSRP as poor (−97 dBm), good (−76 dBm) and very good (−65 dBm). The content location is fixed at domestic low loss scenario. Additionally, we configure Wi-Fi 802.11n as another access type which offers higher bandwidth but more unstable RTTs (e.g. the standard deviation of RTT is 6.1ms) at radio interface. Table 10 lists the measured network condition and the median and 95th completion time of a medium content are depicted in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. It is obvious that, for lossbased CCA New Reno, if the available bandwidth increases (e.g. good RSRP or Wi-Fi), the improvement of the median and 95th completion time becomes more significant and vice versa. For instance, the gain of median completion time increases from 25.1% to 37.9% when RSRP rises from −97 dBm to −76 dBm and stays at 44.1% in Wi-Fi scenario. Similarly, the improvement of median completion time for rate-based CCA BBR increases from 1.2% (RSRP −97 dBm) to 10.5% (RSRP −76 dBm) and then stays at 20.1% in Wi-Fi scenario. This trend can be attributed to that, in a relatively poor RSRP scenario where the available bandwidth is smaller, the network pipe can be rapidly saturated by the SS algorithm, thus the negative effect of NFE on short-lived content becomes smaller.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS UNDER VARIOUS PROTOCOL/CONTENT SETTINGS
In addition to the above experiments under various network configurations, we continue to conduct extensive evaluations by varying several protocol settings like synchronization strategy, connection number and initial congestion window. For the simplicity of presentation, we only adopt the default loss-based CCA in a domestic, low backhaul loss scenario, which accounts for the majority of today's web content access scenarios.
1) COMPARISON WITH CWND SYNCHRONIZATION ONLY (LOSS-BASED CCA)
Recall that the customized strategy for loss-based CCA, state synchronization is a distinctive optimization algorithm. It helps all the connections to stay at SS phase or consistently enter the CA phase, which retains a reasonable congestion window growth rate after the occurrence of each NFE. To validate its individual benefit, we compare the performance between mQUIC with both state and congestion window synchronization and only congestion window synchronization with various content sizes that deployed in the domestic, low loss scenario. Table 11 shows the performance gain originated by state and congestion window synchronization together over that when only congestion window synchronization is enabled. For medium and larger content, around 25% improvement can be observed on median completion time while the 95th percentile completion time is accelerated by around 30%. This performance gain comes from the restored congestion window growth rate γ 0 between two consecutive NFEs, when the mQUIC engine keeps the whole system at the SS phase. In contrast, synchronizing the congestion window can only eliminate the rate imbalance issue but the growth rate of whole system will recover much slower than the state synchronization. Figure 13 shows the CDF of completion time of mQUIC by varying the number of connections from 2 to 6 for different content sizes. It is obvious that across all content sizes, there is no noticeable performance difference between 3 and more connections, while applying only 2 connections still suffers from a comparatively poor 95th completion time. This is because according to our analysis in Section IV, 2 connections will exit SS phase after the occurrence of 5 NFEs while the increased connection number can tolerate more than 8 NFEs which achieves a more robust performance in the testing LTE-A network. In terms of the impact of content size, for a small content size this performance difference caused by connection number is minor, and for medium and large contents, applying 3 connections is sufficient to retain fast and robust downloading time. Another practical concern is the complexity of deploying multiple connections, especially on mobile devices which only offer limited energy and process capabilities. For instance, previous study [47] shows that most mobile device fixed the maximum configurable number of concurrent connections at 4 per server. However, thanks to the effort of the emerging security protocol like TLS 1.3 [48] and QUIC, the simplified encryption and handshake procedure successfully alleviate these additional consumptions. Besides, it is proved in [49] that well engineered parallel connections which bring throughput improvement can yield up to 20% energy saving, eliminating the concern of the overuse of on-device resources. Consequently, the potential scenarios for further investigating a trade-off between performance gain and cost can be that when there is no benefit caused by the applied multiple connections (e.g. downloading small content in a limited bandwidth network). We leave this context-related topic as our future work. 
2) IMPACT OF DIFFERENT CONNECTION NUMBER
3) IMPACT OF INITIAL CONGESTION WINDOW
Tuning IW is a popular approach to overcome the bandwidth under-utilization issue of short-lived content and it has been widely investigated in recent years [50] . Fig. 14 shows the CDF of completion time when applying our approach with different IW settings as 10 (the standardized value adopted by TCP), 30 (the default value current adopted by QUIC) and 60 (an increased value that expected to achieve more bandwidth utilization). In terms of medium and large contents (see in Figs. 14a, 14c) , with the help of mQUIC, fast and robust performances of the content downloading time can be observed for all IW settings. For instance, mQUIC achieves the best performance when IW is 60, but only minor gap can be observed among the three IW settings. Whereas content downloading without mQUIC in general suffers from poor and high variant downloading time regardless of the IW sizes, although a larger IW 60 has better median completion time than IW 30 and IW 10. This is because, according to prior model analysis in [50] and [51] , tuning IW favors a smaller content or a larger network Bandwidth-Delay Production (BDP), while for a larger content in a short RTT scenario, its expected benefit becomes less significant. According to this analysis, in Fig. 14b , for a small content, it can be seen that when IW is large (IW = 60), its median completion time can be significantly reduced whereas the benefit of enabling mQUIC can be only observed on 95th completion time. In contrast, this benefit of mQUIC becomes more significant if the IW is small (IW = 10), indicating that a combination of tuning IW and enabling mQUIC is more effective for smaller content while enabling mQUIC only is sufficient for median and large content to guarantee an accelerated downloading time.
C. MANIPULATING HTTP/2 MESSAGES WITH mQUIC
To realistically support HTTP/2 messages, there is a practical concern that whether to request single object on each connection or to separate single HTTP object request to multiple HTTP byte-range requests on multiple connections. The answer is that it depends on the application type in practice. For webpage browsing, only the critical objects which have dependency on its following objects [52] need to be requested simultaneously on multiple connections in a byte-range manner. This is because this kind of objects have higher priority, thus the aggregated rate on all connections can guarantee its prior delivery. Regarding the overhead caused by separating one HTTP request to multiple byte-range requests, since the number of critical objects only accounts for a minor part of the total objects in a webpage [52] , only minor overhead will be added by enabling mQUIC on web content. In terms of single file application like short video or software downloading, it is obvious that the additional overhead caused by separating a single request to a large object (e.g. several MBs) is trivial.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an mQUIC scheme that employs multiple connections instead of the default single UDP connection adopted by QUIC furthering order to comprehensively enhance the performance of web content with QUIC in mobile networks. By performing intelligent state and congestion window synchronization, this mQUIC scheme is capable of mitigating the unexpected hindrance of congestion window growth caused by the CCA on the single connection upon the occurrence of a NFE (like RTT variations and random loss events). The evaluation results based on a real implementation of the mQUIC scheme in a local LTE-A/Wi-Fi testing network reveal that the customized approaches effectively help each CCA to overcome its individual limitations under network fluctuation, thus attaining a substantially improved content downloading time. In detail, for loss-based CCAs like New Reno, the median completion time of a piece of web content can be improved up to 59.1% and the 95th percentile completion time is improved by up to 72.3%. Regarding the latest rate-based CCA like BBR, mQUIC successfully speeds up the median and 95th downloading time up to 27.4% and 31.4%, respectively. Furthermore, fast content delivery can be also guaranteed when the network condition or initial congestion window varies.
